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Abstract: This research has the aim of how we can find out the importance of the role of 
philosophy in the management of Islamic education. This research uses qualitative 
methods with a library approach and literature related to the theme. From the results of 
the author's analysis, philosophers have a strong role in contributing to the development 
of Islamic education management, including thinking in terms of ontology, epistemology 
and axiology, as well as maintaining how Islamic education management science is able 
to plan, organize, mobilize and provide good control,  because Islamic education 
management will develop well by strengthening Islamic values in educational 
institutions guided by the Qur’an and Hadith, because that’s by knowing it is history, 
development of philosophy and management science, then understanding the schools of 
philosophy, both classical philosophy and modern philosophy, and knowing how much 
the philosophers have contributed to the development of management science in Islamic 
education today. 
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A. Introduction 
 
The presence of management in an organization is to carry out activities so that a goal is 
achieved effectively and efficiently. To achieve common goals, the presence of 
management in an organization or institution is very important, because management is 
carried out so that the implementation of a planned business is carried out systematically 
(Febiyanti et al., 2024; Gupta et al., 2022; MARLAPA et al., 2023; Sancak, 2023) and can be 
evaluated correctly, accurately and completely so as to achieve goals productively, with 
quality and efficiency (Alwiyah & Watini, 2023; Marc Lim, 2023; Paul et al., 2023; 
SOELTON et al., 2023). Then the question arises, who organizes and manages these 
elements so that they can be implemented in an organization, for example an educational 
institution. The answer is leaders and their staff, in this case means those who organize 
and manage management elements, namely leaders, educators and education staff 
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(Bănăduc et al., 2021; Ferrari, 2023; A. Singh et al., 2022). Educators and education 
management are activities that must be carried out by educators, education staff and 
institutions. education to the end. Through workforce planning, recruitment, selection, 
placement, compensation, development and termination processes. 
 
Management in general is the process of determining the goals or targets to be achieved 
and determining the paths and resources used to achieve the goals as efficiently and 
effectively as possible (Hidayah & Murtafiah, 2023; Imaduddin & Astuti, 2022; Yuliana et 
al., 2023). The same is true when it comes to education. The response to these 
expectations, of course, cannot be separated from the school's efforts to improve its 
performance, especially in preparing and implementing educational organizational 
management which of course has a big influence on educational success. Because the 
quality of the preparation and implementation of education can lead every agency in 
general to achieve success. The dynamics of educational management science are 
developing rapidly in line with the times (Rabiman et al., 2020; Stolze & Sailer, 2022). 
Educational management science is a part of knowledge that was born, developed and 
obtained its essence for the development of Islamic education (Ekasari et al., 2021; Ilham, 
2020). The development of science has greatly enhanced and provided suggestions for 
the progress of human civilization, managing or organizing an Islamic educational 
institution is one of these contributions. In the context of educational development, the 
term educational management is used. It is the art and science of managing Islamic 
educational resources to achieve the goals of Islamic education effectively and efficiently. 
It can also be defined as the process of planning, organizing, directing and controlling 
Islamic education resources effectively and efficiently to achieve the goals of Islamic 
education (Mansir, 2020; Rifuddin et al., 2020; Suhono et al., 2022). In general, educational 
management refers to all educational activities. However, the management applied in the 
development of Islamic education includes how to use and manage Islamic education 
resources effectively and efficiently to achieve the goals of development, progress and 
quality of the process and results of Islamic education itself. Of course, Islamic education 
management must have elements of managers and leaders who are Islamic or imbued 
with Islamic teachings and values. 
 
The development of Islamic education management certainly needs attention, which is 
actually intended to improve the quality of the Islamic education system in educational 
institutions. Islamic education is our effort to form, Salimah Aqidah, Shahihah Worship, 
al-Karimah and Mu'amalah Tayyibah morals, as well as the development of human, 
persuasive and refined values (Farid et al., 2024), Islamic education must contain divine 
values where the values These values are based on the Koran and Hadith (Bakar et al., 
2023; Shaturaev, 2021). The development of Islamic education management in Indonesia 
has developed since the existence of Islamic education institutions in Indonesia, namely 
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Islamic education institutions based on Islamic boarding schools, where Islamic 
education management has been formed and implemented in everyday life. 
 
B. Methods 
 
The method in this article uses library research, namely a method of collecting data by 
understanding and studying theories from various literature related to the research. 
There are four stages of library study in research,  namely preparing the necessary 
equipment, preparing a working bibliography, organizing time and reading or recording 
research material (Gentile et al., 2020; Song et al., 2023).  
 
This data collection uses the method of searching for sources and constructing them from 
various sources, for example books, journals and research that has already been carried 
out. Library materials obtained from various references are analyzed critically and must 
be in-depth in order to support the propositions and ideas.  
 
C. Results and Discussion 
 
Understanding Philosophy 
 
The word philosophy comes from Greek which is the compound word Philosophia or 
Philosophos. This word consists of two words, namely philos (philein) and Sophia. The 
word Philos means love, while Sophia or sophos means knowledge, truth, wisdom or 
wisdom. So etymologically philosophy means love of knowledge, truth or wisdom. The 
broadest meaning of love contains the meaning of a deep desire, or even an extraordinary 
thirst to gain knowledge or wisdom to its roots or at a radical level. The words love 
(Philos) and wisdom (sophia) can mean continuously uniting with knowledge that 
contains the values of truth, goodness and beauty in order to realize wisdom in social 
and state life. This idea is related to the goal of people who philosophize, namely seeking 
knowledge, various ideas, or basic concepts, all of which have a practical theoretical 
function for the life of society and the state. The word philosophy is also found in Arabic, 
namely falsafah or philosophy. Apart from that, there are also those from India who use 
the word dharsana which means looking, paying attention, contemplating, 
understanding followed by contemplation, then forming perceptions to provide 
conclusions, visions and beliefs. Etymologically, the word philosophy in Greek and 
Arabic as well as in India (dharsana) essentially has the same meaning, namely 
contemplative thinking activity in order to obtain the ultimate truth in the context of 
making humans wise creatures (Latham et al., 2020; M. Singh et al., 2022; Van Gordon et 
al., 2021). Meanwhile, in terms of terminology, philosophy is contemplation. which is in-
depth about something that is considered or assessed as beneficial for human life. 
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Philosophy is a scientific discipline related to matters of wisdom. Wisdom itself is an ideal 
item in human life.  
 
Through wisdom, humans are able to behave and act based on high humanitarian 
considerations, not just acting as ordinary people usually do while philosophy in Islamic 
education is a methodical thinking style that discusses the topic of education in Islam as 
its main component because it has a relationship which is very close to Islamic education. 
This is the main reason why both philosophy and Islamic education go hand in hand. 
Furthermore, Islamic educational philosophy in education is a medium used in thinking 
by studying various topics related to Islamic-based education. As long as there is 
philosophy in Islamic education, it will be the basis and main reference point for 
analyzing Islamic education in the future and adapting to the era of Industrial Revolution 
4.0. Apart from that, the formation of human attitudes towards knowledge based on the 
Koran will make it easier to improve Islamic education.  
 
Islamic philosophy is essentially the philosophy of the Prophet Muhammad SAW. 
Prophetic philosophy (prophetic philosophy) is an original form in the Islamic 
philosophical tradition. What is meant by Prophetic philosophy is the reality of prophetic 
knowledge and prophecy as an ontological, epidemiological and axilogical basis for the 
construction of Islamic thought. The reality of knowledge based on prophetic philosophy 
originates from the dialectic of reason and revelation, not merely discursive reasoning as 
occurred in Greek thought. The difference between Greek philosophy and Islamic 
philosophy lies in this issue. 
 
History of the Development of Philosophy 
 
History can be seen from a chronological and geographical perspective. For this reason, 
it can be seen from the time period in which history occurred. In each historical period 
the development of science displays certain characteristics or characteristics. But in 
dividing periods there are differences in the numbers. Therefore, to understand the 
history of the development of science easily, an outline division or classification has been 
carried out here. Below is a brief explanation of each period, its influential figures and 
their works. 

1. Pre-Ancient Greek Period 
2. Ancient Greek Era 
3. Middle Ages 
4. Renaissance Age 
5. Modern Times 
6. Contemporary Age 
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Philosophy of science functions to investigate and study various sources of knowledge. 
In the philosophy of knowledge, the sources of human knowledge are mentioned, namely 
reason, the five senses, reason and intuition. Humans through these sources recognize 
three models of knowledge. First, people consciously and continuously take steps to 
master and change objects through concrete efforts and directly towards progress or 
renewal. Second, by isolating themselves physically and spiritually, people meditate in a 
place to get inspiration which is considered a guide to achieving their goals. Third, by 
wrapping the target object, namely by beautifying it into something ideal so that what is 
called artistic, literary and mythological values that have an ethical or moral content are 
realized. The first model is called scientific knowledge (Hill et al., 2020), the second model 
is called non-scientific knowledge (Rofieq & Fauzi, 2022), and the third model is called 
pre-scientific knowledge (Bell, n.d.). Of these three models of human knowledge, only 
the first model can be called scientific knowledge or science. This is because the 
intellectual tradition states that what is called science must fulfill the following six 
conditions: 

1. Having a certain object that will be the target of investigation (material object) and 
which will be looked at (formal object). The difference between one science and 
another lies in the point of view (formal object) it uses. This object is questioned 
continuously without any stopping point. 

2.  Having a certain method as a means of finding, studying and compiling data. 
Responsible means that what is thought and produced can be accounted for with 
coherent reasoning. With these conditions, science can always provide better and 
more objective explanations. 

3. Everything that is the answer to the process is placed and rearranged in a system. 
4. Every science is always open to conditions of falsification which are generalizations. 

There is no absolute truth, the only truth that exists is relative and tentative. 
5. Science has a scientific paradigm that can be accepted by all groups. This paradigm 

should be able to answer crises and anomalies. 
 
Understanding Management Science 
 
Management is a process of organizing something carried out by a group of people or an 
organization to achieve the organization's goals by working together to utilize the 
resources they have. Etymologically, the word management is taken from ancient French, 
namely "management", which means the art of organizing and implementing. 
Management can also be defined as an effort to plan, coordinate, organize, and control 
resources to achieve targets efficiently and effectively (Montresor et al., 2020; Nawangsari 
et al., 2023; Professor Nikolaos Tzenios Ph.D., 2022). According to Usman, the word 
"management" comes from the Latin "manus" which means "hand" and "hand", agree” 
which means “to do”. Of these two words, each of the meanings contained in them is the 
etymological meaning. Next, the words "manus" and "agree" are combined into one single 
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verb "manager" which means "to handle". In the science of grammar, this understanding 
is referred to as terminological understanding. "Manager" is translated into English in the 
form of the verb "to manage" with the noun "management". The nickname for people who 
carry out management activities is called manager or managers (in Indonesian). while in 
French it is called "management" which means the art of executing and organizing. The 
word "management" in Indonesian is translated as management, which means 
"management". In the context of education, management can be defined as a process of 
managing and empowering all educational resources effectively and efficiently through 
the practice of planning, organizing, leadership and control. In other words, educational 
management is an effort to organize the educational sector, especially educational 
institutions, so that all management functions can run effectively and efficiently so that 
educational goals can be achieved well (Dera Nugraha*, Endan Hamdan Ridwan**, 2017) 
In Islam itself, management is called idarah, which is a reciprocal situation. Idarah in its 
general meaning is all human efforts, actions and activities related to planning and 
controlling everything appropriately and usefully (Syahputra & Aslami, 2023). 
 
History of the Development of Management Science 
 
From a historical perspective, thinking about management has produced many theories 
and concepts in organizational management. Daniel Wren in his book entitled "The 
evolution of management thought" states that management has been studied and 
practiced by almost all individuals, which can provide strength and confidence that 
management has a long history. To manage various efforts, management is seen as an 
activity with specific functions to achieve the effective acquisition, allocation and 
utilization of human and physical resources to achieve a number of goals. Meanwhile, 
what is meant by management thinking is knowledge about the activities, functions, 
objectives and scope of management. Existing past lessons should be approached as a 
historical perspective, not historical research. The early journey of management 
education was characterized by great reliance on concepts and practices originating from 
the industrial conditions of the United States. At that time, educational management was 
a profession and then a field of study in the United States. Indonesian Management 
Style", "Indonesian-style Management", "Pancasila Management", and so on, with 
formulations that are similar to each other while Islamic education management in the 
Qur'an is not so clearly visible in terms of concept, however, management is viewed from 
the root word "yudabbiru" which means that God has arranged, determined and 
managed various affairs that are closely related to the universe (Jaeni et al., 2020; 
Riinawati, 2022). The existence of Islamic educational institutions in Indonesia is a 
reflection of the development of Islamic education, this is because it is through 
educational institutions that Islamic education is designed and developed, but what is 
still a problem is the management or management aspect. Formal institutions in 
Indonesia, both madrasas and public schools, provide evidence that the development of 
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management science in Indonesia has developed well as evidence of the emergence of 
superior madrasas in Indonesia has provided proof that madrasas are not inferior when 
compared to public schools (Saihu, 2020). To achieve the goal of becoming a superior 
madrasah, mature management, support from various parties, and supporting 
infrastructure are needed (Amin et al., 2021). Thus, the study of Islamic education 
management began when the Prophet Muhammad was sent as an Apostle, on the 
grounds that he was a pioneer education management system in the early days of Islam, 
which was qualified and capable of upholding the sentence of monotheism on earth in 
the Islamic syiar. Rasulullah S.A.W is a person who deserves to be a role model for all 
time by everyone as a manager. 
 
Classical and Modern Management Flow 
 
Classical Management 
 
Fayol was born a mining expert and came from an aristocratic family from France in 1841. 
He became the main manager of a very famous mining and metallurgical factory in 
Europe. Fayol believed that his success was a skill of developing experience and 
introspection (Fatmariyanti et al., 2023). He revealed administrative theories and 
techniques for managing complex organizations in his famous book, Administration 
Industrielle et Generale (1916). Five years after writing the book, he died. The book was 
subsequently published in English with the title General and Industrial Management. 
Fayol also put forward fourteen very famous principles of administration, as follows: 

1. Division of work: The object of division of tasks is to increase efficiency through 
reducing things unnecessary, increases output, and simplifies job training. 

2. Authority: Good authority to give orders through power that is strictly obeyed. 
Authority provides accountability in carrying out duties and obligations. 

3. Discipline: Discipline implies compliance with organizational regulations. A clear 
statement of agreement between the organization and its members is necessary, and 
group discipline depends on the quality of leadership. 

4. Unity of command: Each member must receive orders from a superior. Obedience 
This principle avoids the division of authority and discipline. 

5. Unity of direction: Similar activities directed to achieve one goal must be grouped 
together by a manager. 

6. Subordinate individual interests: The interests of individuals and groups in an 
organization do not exceed the interests of the organization as a whole (prioritizing 
general interests over individuals) 

7. Payroll Compensation must be open and satisfactory to members and the 
organization 

8. Centralization: The manager must control final responsibility, but he must give it 
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subordinates have sufficient authority to carry out their duties successfully. The 
appropriateness of the degree of centralization will vary depending on the situation. 
This raises the question of how appropriate centralization is used in each case 

9. Span of Control: Span of control or span of command is a supervisor's range of 
authority over top to bottom. Lines of authority must be clear and adhered to at all 
times. 

10. Order: Human and material resources must be coordinated according to the right 
place and time. 

11. Equity: The desire for equality and equality of treatment that managers aspire to 
towards all their subordinates 

12. Personnel stability: Organizational success requires workplace stability. Managerial 
practicing the necessity of long-term commitment of members to their organization. 

13. Member Initiative should be encouraged to develop and implement improvement 
plans 

14. Team Spirit (Esprit de Coprs): Managers must support and maintain team work, 
team spirit, and a sense of togetherness in the fate and struggle of their members. 
(Basir et al., 2022) 

 
Modern Management Flow 
 
The theory of the modern management school is management which in its period was 
characterized by the study of management as a science which had scientific logical 
foundations, so that many management experts and economists were involved in 
conducting research on management which produced various theories and schools of 
management. These theories were first pioneered by Robert Owen, Adam Smith, Charles 
Babbage and Max Weber. The following are the demands that describe this type of 
management, namely: management cannot be viewed as a strictly technical process; 
management must be systematic, and the approach used must be carefully considered; 
the organization as a whole and the individual manager's approach to supervision must 
be situational; Motivational approaches that generate employee commitment to 
organizational goals are needed. Modern terminology, in The Contemporary English-
Indonesia, is expressed most recently; modernism: modern attitudes, thoughts, behavior; 
modernization: updating to suit today's times. The modern understanding indicates a 
replacement for something that was previously an agreed way of doing something. 
Modern management is management that relies on several basic ideas, such as: system 
concepts, decision analysis, the importance of human factors and human social 
responsibility in organizations. Modern management also still originates from the best 
thinking from management.  
 
Modern management is built on best management practices, which are assisted by new 
approaches, directions, techniques and attitudes (Pengajian Islam et al., 2022). The 
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framework of modern management thinking and approaches are: Process Approach In 
the process approach the figure is Harold Koontz in his article mentions "Management 
Jungle Theory. Systems Approach This approach views the organization as an 
inseparable interacting unit. Organizations are part of the external environment in a 
broad sense. As a management systems approach, it includes general systems and 
specific systems as well as closed and open analysis. Contingency Approach. The 
contingency approach is used to bridge the gap between theory and actual practice.  
 
Usually, between theory and practice, you have to pay attention to the surrounding 
environment. Environmental conditions will require the application of different 
management concepts and techniques. This flow appears to be more of a quantitative 
flow, a combination of Operation Research and Management Science. In this stream, 
mathematics, physics and other exact sciences scholars gather to solve more complex 
problems. This team of scholars in England, in the United States, after World War II was 
known as "OR Tema" and after the war was used in the industrial sector. This includes, 
among others, in the fields of transportation and communications. The presence of 
computer technology has made OR procedures more formalized into the flow of Modern 
Management Science. Development of models in solving complex management 
problems. With computer assistance, managers can provide more rational problem 
solving in making their decisions. These management science techniques help 
organizational managers in various important activities, such as capital budgeting, cash 
flow management, production scheduling, production development strategies, human 
resource planning and so on. The figures in the contingency approach are Lawrence and 
Lorsch in their book entitled "Developing Organizations: Diagnosis and action" in 1969. 
This focuses on the need for comprehensive assessment and analysis of the organizational 
environment. 
 
Japanese management style approach, the figures include: Deming (1950) and Juran 
Deming introduced a comprehensive management system model based on the Japanese 
company management style, known as the Total Quality Management (TQM) model. 
This model uses statistics to analyze the variability of the production process in an effort 
to improve production quality in a sustainable manner. Juran stated that currently not 
many companies are capable and understand how to manage quality. There are three 
steps suggested by Juran in Quality Management, namely: Structured annual 
improvement, major training program, program, and upper management leadership. 
Crosby 14. Put forward the concept, namely what is called Zeo Defect, stating that quality 
is something that cannot be compromised. Introduced by Crosby, what is called quality 
cost, states that in implementing quality management, a company must strive to achieve 
zero defects or maximum quality. William Ouchi (1981) William Ouchi, in his book 
“Theory Z -How American Business Can Meet the Japanese Challenge (1981)”, 
introduced theory Z in 1981 to describe American adaptation of Japanese Organizational 
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behavior. The company's Theory Z includes: close company-employee relationships, 
unique payroll systems and labor unions as well as recruitment of new employees who 
usually have long-term relationships. The type of decision making in this theory is 
usually collective by involving employees in every process. His theory is based on a 
comparison of management in organizations. Japan is called a Japanese type company 
with management in an American company called an American type company (Nuraeni 
& Prihatin, 2021). 
 
Excellence Management Approach  
 
The main approach to excellence management is to direct all company resources to 
achieve excellence (Rahmawati et al., 2021). According to them, it is not enough for a 
company to just be an effective organization, but it must also be able to achieve 
organizational excellence through continuous improvement in every aspect of 
organizational quality. According to David Kolzow, Excellent Management has several 
key components to become an organization of excellence. 
Known as The Twelve "C"S" of Excellence Management, namely: 

1. Competencies Explains the strengths, weaknesses and competencies of an 
organization 

2. Culture Formation or establishment of an organization to become excellence 
(achieving good performance) 

3. Customer –Driven Providing service development to customers and procedures 
4. Continuous performance improvement Providing and implementing training and 

realizing effective management goals 
5. Change management Making work changes for a better organization 
6. Collaboration Team formation within the organization to achieve organizational 

excellence 
7. Communication An organization will achieve better if it implements 

improvements in communication 
8. Creative solution Using a problem-solving approach to overcome issues in the 

organization 
9. Choices Choose to develop a strategic plan for the organization 
10. Checking Up Create performance standards and determine output, 

responsibilities and evaluation systems to ensure performance achievement in 
accordance with organizational goals 

11. Capitalizing on performance management Using a balanced scorecard approach 
to 15 integrate the implementation of management functions in the organization  
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Contribution of Philosophers to Islamic Education Management 
 
After philosophy entered Muslim culture, in the dynamics of the history of Islamic 
philosophy, there was a warm discussion between al-Ghazālī and Ibn Rushd. Al-
Ghazālī's culture, methods and methodology are very systematic and profound. 
Previously, no one had been able to criticize the mistakes of the falāsifah with a systematic 
exposition like al-Ghazālī did And from several views reviewed, philosophers have 
formulated a philosophical system, with a definitive formulation of Islamic education 
management as mentioned above, which includes ontology, epistemology and axiology 
(Rahmi et al., 2020). Ontology as a management object, in the form of Islamic educational 
institutions, learning resources, and other related matters; epistemology as a "way or 
method" of management, in the form of management processes and ways of getting 
around it; while axiology is the result of management in the form of achieving the goals 
of Islamic education. The terms effective and efficient are statements that explain 
axiology and epistemology. Effectiveness emphasizes axiology, while efficiency focuses 
on epistemology. 
 
Education management plays an important role in educational units because it regulates 
all aspects of the educational unit structure. As stated previously, the role of educational 
management in educational institutions consists of the following parts:  

1. Curriculum management;  
2. Student management;  
3. Personnel management;  
4. Management of facilities and infrastructure; 
5. Administrative management; 
6. Financial management;  
7. Managing public relations;  
8. Organizing special services.  

 
Education management aims to regulate the entire system in educational institutions 
because these components include educational institutions. Becoming an extraordinary 
teacher at the SMK/MAK level who has management and administrative skills is the role 
of Islamic education management in society. Apart from that, the contribution of Islamic 
education management to society, because graduates of the Islamic education 
management program can become skilled researchers, human resource trainers, and 
educational consultants who can contribute to the development of society related to 
education. Management philosophy is part the most important thing is the knowledge 
and beliefs that provide a broad basis for determining managerial problem solving. 
Management philosophy provides the basis for a manager's work. A manager needs basic 
trust and values to provide appropriate and trustworthy guidance to get the job done. 
Management philosophy also provides designs so that a manager can start thinking. 
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Management philosophy is very useful because it can be used to gain favor and followers. 
Management philosophy provides thoughts and actions that are profitable in 
management and contribute to its dynamic and challenging nature 4. Management 
philosophy contains a basic view of life that reflects existence, identity and its 
implications for realizing efficiency and effectiveness in management work. To realize 
the goal, several supporting factors are needed so that it is an integrated combination, 
both regarding individuals and the public interest. This means that there is a balance 
between the factors needed to achieve strength to pursue maximum results.  
 
Activities in managing an organization as the essence of management are organizational 
management strategies to influence other people to carry out tasks and obligations so that 
goals can be achieved as best as possible, namely in an effective and efficient way 
philosophy science must be studied well, especially in terms of character education or 
noble morals. Because philosophy leaves clues about moral and ethical functions in life. 
The function of philosophy is to form morals in the Islamic perspective because the 
science of philosophy is the main framework of Islamic teachings. Having status is very 
important. Noble morals are the result of the process of implementing aqidah and sharia. 
In other words, noble morals are the main ingredient for perfecting a building that is used 
as a foundation and the building is designed as well as possible. Noble morals are 
manifested in someone who has good aqidah and sharia, of course. Philosophy is not 
something that must be trained continuously for Indonesian people. Even though there 
are many pros and cons regarding the science of philosophy that occurs in Indonesia, 
however It must be acknowledged that culture and discussion as a philosophical method 
in finding answers to problems is part of the way of life and can be accepted by 
Indonesian society. Therefore, applying moral philosophy in the way of education in 
educational institutions is not that difficult, because with this application educators are 
able to build a character that is not just dogmatic, but constructive based on individual 
thinking while working must have manners. 
 
The material objects of Islamic education management science are: 
 
The holy book Al-Qur'an  
 
The holy book Al-Quran as the main source in the study of Islamic education 
management. This word is a derivation from the word dabbara (manage) which is found 
in many parts of the Qur'an, such as the words of Allah SWT Q.S. As Sajdah verse 5. 
 

فَ سَنةَٖ م ِّ  داَرُهُٓۥ ألَأ قأ مٖ كَانَ مِّ هِّ فِّي يوَأ رُجُ إِّليَأ ضِّ ثمَُّ يَعأ رَأ نَ ٱلسَّمَاءِّٓ إِّلىَ ٱلۡأ رَ مِّ مَأ ا تعَدُُّونَ يدُبَ ِّرُ ٱلۡأ    ٥مَّ
“He regulates affairs from heaven to earth, then (affairs) ascend to Him in one day whose 
length is a thousand years according to your calculations (QS.Assajdah:5) 
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He regulates affairs from heaven to earth, then (affairs) ascend to Him in one day which 
is a thousand years according to your calculations. 
 
Product of Human Reason 
 
Management in Islamic education cannot be separated from the objectives of Islamic 
education, namely: Formation of noble morals, Preparation for life in this world and the 
hereafter, cultivating a scientific spirit in lessons, preparing students who are 
professional in addition to maintaining spirituality and religion, preparing students to 
seek sustenance and care for other aspects. in terms of usefulness in accordance with the 
objectives of Islamic education. 
 
The principles that form the basis of the view of the natural world include the following 
rationale: Education and human behavior and morals, apart from being influenced by the 
social environment, are also influenced by the physical environment (natural objects). 
The environment and what is included in the universe is everything created by Allah 
SWT, both living creatures and natural objects. Every form (existence) has two aspects, 
namely matter and spirit. This basic idea directs the philosophy of Islamic education to 
develop the concepts of the real and unseen nature, the material world and the spiritual 
world, the natural world and the afterlife. Nature is always changing according to the 
provisions of the creator's rules. Nature is a means provided for humans to improve their 
abilities. Meanwhile, management according to the term is the process of coordinating 
work activities so that they can be completed efficiently and effectively with and through 
other people. 
 
If we look at the two definitions of management above, it can be concluded that 
management is a process of utilizing all resources through the help of other people and 
collaborating with them, so that common goals can be achieved effectively, efficiently 
and productively. On the other hand, Islamic education is a process of trans internalizing 
Islamic values to students as provisions for achieving happiness and prosperity in this 
world and the hereafter. 
 
D. Conclusion 
 
The history of the development of the philosophy of science begins in ancient Greece, 
where the philosophy of science was born due to the emergence of knowledge from the 
West. Philosophy is the process of searching for its essence or studying a phenomenon 
down to its roots, which is done in depth using systematic, rational, in-depth and critical 
thinking. Islamic education management is a process of managing Islamic educational 
institutions in an Islamic way by dealing with learning resources and other related 
matters to achieve the goals of Islamic education effectively and efficiently so that it is 
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clear that philosophy has a very important role in the development of Islamic education 
management. Philosophy is the basis and guide in forming the vision, mission and values 
that will direct the management of Islamic education. Through the application of 
philosophy, educational institutions are able to create an atmosphere that is conducive to 
developing the character and spirituality of students. Apart from that, philosophy can 
help in formulating educational policies that are in accordance with Islamic principles. 
Thus, philosophy in Islamic education management is not just a concept, but the main 
foundation that provides identity and sustainability to Islamic educational institutions in 
achieving the noble goals of education. 
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